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JBlitz is a highly integrated, feature rich, fully featured, professional suite of testing tools for automating web-based testing of web applications and web services. With JBlitz you can perform the following tasks: Automatic test execution, through the use of test
scripts written in Jython and Java. Jython is a fully compatible implementation of the Python scripting language; thus eliminating the need to write a Python test script. Manual test case execution. It is easy to create your own test cases, as long as you know how
to use the test framework. With JBlitz Professional, you can also manage your test scripts and include variables and expressions using the scripting language itself (Jython/Java). Manual test case execution. You can also execute manual test cases. For example,

you can create test cases to run on an end-to-end basis. JSON data exchange. You can store and extract information from JSON data as well as compare JSON data to see how objects are structured. Dynamic server and data substitutions. Ability to have an
arbitrary number of simultaneous users Ability to run your test cases in parallel Tool for end-to-end test case and script management Ability to execute repeatable test cases. Ability to execute an arbitrary number of test cases concurrently Ability to suspend test
cases and repeat them later Ability to resume test cases and resume execution from the last point. Ability to define test cases that perform end-to-end testing. Support for new WSDL specifications. Version 1.2 of JBlitz Professional supports the latest Apache

Axis specifications for SOAP and RESTful servers. Support for WS-Interoperability Version 1.0 and 1.1. This enables you to have a single test framework that can support SOAP, REST and WS-* communication protocols. Ability to run your scripts in headless
mode, so that you can run your test case software unattended. Ability to subscribe to a web service through the use of SOAP/REST and WSF, and execute your test scripts to interact with the service. This is ideal when you wish to simulate real end-users with

tools other than JBlitz. Ability to execute your test scripts using an HTTP proxy. This enables you to access web sites that are behind a firewall. Ability to execute your test scripts against a Tomcat 7.0 container. Ability to execute your test scripts against a JBoss
6.1 application server container.
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JBlitz Professional

JBlitz Professional is the biggest and most powerful web service test tool on the market. JBlitz Professional can package up arbitrary test data (e.g. SOAP requests or standard web resource requests) for transmission. JBlitz Professional utilises powerful dynamic
substitutions to vary each request sent to the server. Supports ASP and JSP technologies to maintain server side state between sequences of requests. Effectively simulates visits by hundreds of simultaneous users whilst providing a simple, quick and easy to use
interface to enable you to test and debug your server code. JBlitz Professional utilises powerful HTTP request generators and web server simulators to provide you with a powerful and easy to use testing environment. JBlitz Professional can effectively debug all
aspects of HTTP requests and responses. JBlitz Professional utilises powerful dynamic substitutions to vary each request sent to the server. Supports ASP and JSP technologies to maintain server side state between sequences of requests. JBlitz Professional
utilises powerful HTTP request generators and web server simulators to provide you with a powerful and easy to use testing environment. JBlitz Professional can effectively debug all aspects of HTTP requests and responses. Cyberformance Environment is a
web service virtualization and testing suite, the only web service automation tool to automatically generate WSDL files and the only automated testing tool on the market. Features: Simplifies the Testing. Can easily generate a web service stub with multiple
endpoints, including canned responses. Offers a wider range of advanced features than any other web service testing tool. Supports dynamic applications including ASP, ASP.Net, C#, ColdFusion, Java, Perl, PHP, Ruby, and VB. Generates stubs for WSDL files.
Generates stubs for.Net SOAP and.Net Web References. Generates WSDL files using the WSDL Wizard. Generates WSDL files dynamically during execution. Generates WSDL files with structured data. Automatically generates a Soap and WSDL files with
dynamic XPath queries from any web service. Simplifies the writing of test code. Generates coded test scripts based on runtime generated stubs. Generates a complete set of useful test scripts to test simple service operations. Generates test scripts for service
operations with multiple parameters and return types. Generates test scripts for service operations with multiple parameters and return types using managed code. Generates test

What's New In JBlitz Professional?

JBlitz Professional enables you to perform task oriented testing of web services, websites and web enabled applications. JBlitz Pro can package up arbitrary test data (e.g. SOAP requests or standard web resource requests) for transmission. JBlitz Pro utilises
powerful dynamic substitutions to vary each request sent to the server. Supports ASP and JSP technologies to maintain server side state between sequences of requests. Effectively simulates visits by hundreds of simultaneous users whilst providing a simple,
quick and easy to use interface to enable you to test and debug your server code. JBlitz is an easy to use, comprehensive testing solution for your websites and web applications. JBlitz Professional Description: My question is regarding how to use Roles
authentication. I have a user control that has the type set to asp.net membership and I'm creating the user inside the web.config file but I can't seem to get the role working.
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System Requirements For JBlitz Professional:

PC OS: Windows XP SP3/Vista RAM: Minimum 1 GB Processor: 1 GHz Graphics: DirectX 9.0 or OpenGL 3.0 compatible graphics card with 512 MB of video memory DirectX: 9.0 or OpenGL 3.0-compatible graphics card with 512 MB of video memory
Hard Disk Space: 4 GB Installation Notes: 1. Install plug-ins and crack Unblock, regkey, 2. Install unblock2 and unblock-template, regkey and crack
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